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One For The TINAs 

We have information for investors who are rightly skeptical of today’s bond market and tilting their portfolios toward 
stocks. What we’re offering is unconventional, and it’s certainly not fashionable in today’s market, but we think we’ve 
potentially found a viable option to the TINA problem. 

As a reminder: We are not fans of the TINA argument that There Is No Alternative to U.S. stocks in today’s low-rate 
world. We do understand where the TINA crowd is coming from: With interest rates this low, you probably don’t 
want to hold bonds, which would lock you into near-zero returns on your capital. We get it. The Federal Reserve is 
promising low rates for the foreseeable future, effectively pushing investors to take on more risk. Why fight it?  

So in the spirit of collaboration, this one’s for the TINA crowd: 

How can you keep low-paying bonds out of your portfolio without taking 
excessive stock market risk? 

Here’s our wild proposition: TINA investors could consider multifactor market neutral alternatives as a viable 
replacement for traditional bonds.  

You might be alarmed at this suggestion. Multifactor strategies have underperformed for the past decade. The stock 
market seems to have abandoned the traditional fundamentals that drive factor performance. Value and profitability 
factors have struggled, with only momentum strategies seemingly earning their premium.  

The going has been tough. The chart below shows drawdowns in a 3-factor market neutral strategy, a traditional 60-40 
stock-and-bond strategy, a 60-40 stock and market neutral strategy, and an all stock portfolio. One of these things is not 
like the others. 

Drawdown: 60% Stocks, 40% Bonds vs. 60% Stocks, 40% Market Neutral Strategy 

Source: Morningstar 

Displayed above are scenarios using the S&P 500 Total Return Index to represent “Stocks,” the Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury 7-10 
Year Index to represent “Treasuries,” and a Market Neutral Strategy in various combinations rebalanced annually. Source: Kenneth 
French Data Library. The 3 Factor Market Neutral Strategy delivers the risk-free rate plus the simple average of returns to value, 
profitability, and momentum portfolios. Each factor portfolio is long the ⅓ of all stocks with the greatest factor exposure and short the 
⅓ of stocks with the lowest factor exposure. The model multifactor portfolio is neither optimized for risk-adjusted returns nor does it 
improve stock selection with an aggregate model. Multifactor portfolio returns include the long-run risk free rate and do not factor in 
transaction costs, variables that would drag on returns. 

The aqua line shows the huge drawdown for multifactor quant strategies - a slump we have still not exited more than a 
decade after the Financial Crisis. But there’s hope. In the context of an annually rebalanced portfolio, you will notice 
something surprising: A stock-and-quant portfolio (dark green) recovered from the 2008 crisis similarly to the stock-
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and-bond portfolio (light grey). Both reached new highs faster than stocks did by themselves. Despite the painful 
drawdown, multifactor quant strategies have been shown to add value to investor portfolios.  

If we zoom out, it starts to look like multifactor quant strategies may have provided exactly what the TINA crowd has 
been looking for: 

● Attractive long-run historical returns? Check. 

● Limited volatility of returns? Check (though most TINA investors are fine with a little volatility). 

● Low correlation with the stock market? Oh, for sure check (especially in the past decade, unfortunately). 

 
Here’s something else that may surprise you: On a very long-term basis, holders of multifactor strategies instead of 
bonds have outperformed traditional 60-40 portfolios. They even stayed ahead of stocks until very recently: 

Performance: 60% Stocks, 40% Bonds vs. 60% Stocks, 40% Market Neutral Strategy 
 
 

 

If you hate bonds because you hate the idea of locking in near-zero returns over the long run, and you’re already not 
afraid to take the kind of downside risk inherent in stocks, what’s stopping you from buying an asset that has 
underperformed over the last few years? 

TINA investors: If you’re already taking lots of stock market risk, perhaps more than you (or we are) comfortable with, 
why not consider diversifying into another strategy? Multifactor quant strategies take a different type of risk from stock 
market risk and have historically rewarded investors with returns well above what’s baked into today’s bond market. 

Not ready to go full TINA? 

That’s ok! If multifactor quant’s recent performance is too ugly for an all-in bet, there is a compromise available. 
Tactical high yield diversifiers have a history of supporting portfolios in adverse conditions, and have also earned 
reasonable returns relative to their risk: 
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60% Stocks, 40% Bonds vs. 45% Stocks, 25% Market Neutral, 30% Tactical HY Strategy 
 

 

Displayed above are scenarios using the S&P 500 Total Return Index to represent “Stocks,” the Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury 7-10 
Year Index to represent “Treasuries,” Market Neutral and a High Yield Strategy in various combinations. The High Yield Strategy is 
defined by buying the Morningstar High Yield Category when it closes above its 200-day moving average the prior day. The strategy 
entirely switches to exposure of the ICE BofAML 3-5 Year Treasury Index when the Morningstar High Yield Category closes below its 
200-day moving average. 

Whether it’s tactical high yield or multifactor market neutral, a blend of alternatives with traditional stock and bond 
portfolio can potentially extend the risk-management benefits typically associated with 60-40 stock-and bond 
diversification. Meanwhile, over the long run, these strategies have tended to provide investors with reasonable returns 
-- exactly what the TINA crowd might be looking for.  

For investors skeptical of bonds’ expected returns, alternatives such as multifactor quant and tactical fixed income may 
provide a way forward. Before concluding There Is (absolutely) No Alternative, make sure you’ve done full diligence 
on out-of-favor diversifier strategies with strong long-run historical returns. The results may surprise you. 

Important Risk Information 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  There is no guarantee that any investment will achieve its 
objectives, generate positive returns, or avoid losses.  The Adviser’s reliance on its strategy and judgments about the 
attractiveness, value and potential appreciation of particular securities and the tactical allocation among investments 
may prove to be incorrect and may not produce the desired results. 

Index Definitions 

S&P500 USD includes 500 leading companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy and is a proxy for the total 
stock market. BBgBarc Agg Bond refers to the Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index, which is comprised of 
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government securities, mortgage-backed securities, asset-backed securities and corporate securities with maturities of 
one year or more to simulate the universe of bonds in the market. Morningstar is an independent provider of financial 
information. Morningstar performance rankings are based on total return without sales charge relative to all share 
classes of mutual funds with similar objectives and determined by Morningstar. Correlation measures how two 
securities move in relation to one another based on monthly returns. 

The material provided herein has been provided by Counterpoint Mutual Funds, LLC., and is for 
informational purposes only.  Counterpoint Mutual Funds, LLC., serves as investment adviser to one 
or more mutual funds distributed through Northern Lights Distributors, LLC member FINRA/SIPC. 
Northern Lights Distributors, LLC and Counterpoint Mutual Funds, LLC., are not affiliated entities. 
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